As an international company, you have to communicate in many different languages. At a time of global change, automated translation management is becoming an increasingly important strategic factor for success.

**Quality and Speed - Translation Made Easy**
Sales are crucial to the success of any business. It gets more complicated when you have to do it in multiple languages since translation involves time-consuming manual logistics. The task is made much simpler by Across Language Server (ALS), a seamless software platform that efficiently processes translations in the omnichannel commerce solution SAP Hybris.

**itelligence Offers Standardized Integration**
The standardized interface developed by itelligence allows everyone involved in a project to share an SAP Hybris database linked to the Across translation tool. Data maintained in the Product Content Management (PCM) and the Product Information Management (PIM) modules of the Hybris environment is seamlessly handed off to ALS as part of the translation process, and translators then work in the ALS.
The key benefit is that the translation’s status can be monitored as part of a continuous linguistic supply chain.

More Transparent, More Efficient
When the translation process is complete, the data is automatically sent back to the Hybris environment. The key benefit is that the translation’s status can be monitored as part of a continuous linguistic supply chain – from copywriting to translation and publication. A best-of-breed translation solution offers a wide range of functions.

Benefits
- itelligence interface seamlessly integrates Across Language Server with SAP Hybris
- Fully transparent display of all pending and completed translations
- Full cost control of all projects
- Standard plug-and-play interface reduces implementation time
- Automated translation handoff significantly reduces costs
- Automated website copy and product data handoff
- Use any language on any channel worldwide
- Significantly higher translation quality

Are you interested in learning more? Please contact us at:
» www.itelligencegroup.com/contact